
The Power of PasteChapter 4: 

all media is entangled

ideas come about through bricolage

and everything is a remix.

in a world of paste, everyone’s a bricoleur.

pinkseveral chats later, i come back to ’s

messages with some related media

does that mean i’ll just reply with it?

or is there a better way to glue things together?

this looks like quoting, but it’s not.

embellishments
i call the enrichment of text with

media: 

what other embellishments might we use?

in situ

this mechanic doesn’t seem like a big deal,

but showing embellishments 
makes a huge difference to me

marking messages to-do, or setting reminders...

we can react to individual passages

emphasis for the sake of emphasis (pointing)

relations to prior conversations

it’s bidirectional: if i click the highlight,

it jumps to where i responded

5 prior messages...

and everything is a remix.

| everything is a remix.





                                

      

vimeo.com/14912890

it’s hypertext.

all media is entangled

ideas come about through bricolage

and everything is a remix.

| entangled



            Understanding Media            



            Marshall McLuhan (1964)

| everything is a remix.





                                

      

vimeo.com/14912890

| bricolage



            Mindstorms            



            Seymour Papert (1980)

that’s a good one!

What kind of language are we building up

through embellishments? Is there a grammar?

“Embellishmentlish”

| “Embellishmentlish”


hey, what’s so funny? 

Is a poptart a type of ravioli? yes or no?

| “yes”

this feels recursive.

| recursive

reminds me of this


to the offshoots of their offshoots of

their offshoots

let’s just do this tomorrow

| tomorrow

     reminder set for Tomorrow at 8am

consider how media appears in linear chats right now

out of context, it halts the

conversation in its tracks

So you’re talking about something and...

re: yesterday

                      


youtube.com/watch?v=FavUpD_IjVY
cows & cows & cows

FINE I’ll watch it

2 MINUTES LATER

What was I talking about again?
blockermedia is a 

when presented in context, however,

it’s an embellishment

there’s no interruption to the flow

instead, references accumulate

where they belong, ready to use
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